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a b s t r a c t 

Illumination variations significantly affect the performance of face recognition systems. This paper 

presents a multi-scale method based on the maximum response (MR) filter bank and the gradient of 

faces. The proposed method first scales the face image using a simple log function to expand darker pix- 

els and compress brighter pixels. It then effectively employs a subset of the MR filter bank to enhance 

edges and partially reduce illumination. Finally, it applies an enhanced multi-scale Gradientface method, 

which increases discriminating abilities and captures different characteristics of the face image to pro- 

duce illumination invariant feature representation. Our extensive experiments on four closed-universe 

face databases and one open-universe database show the proposed method achieves the best recognition 

accuracy when comparing with 14 recently proposed state-of-the-art methods and its four variant meth- 

ods. Our evaluations using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves on the four closed-universe face 

databases and precision and recall (PR) curves on the open-universe face database also verify the pro- 

posed method has the best verification and discrimination ability compared with other peer methods. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

It is easier to remember people by their facial components such

s nose, eyes, eyebrows, lips, and ears than by their names or iden-

ification IDs. However, changes in pose and illumination can sig-

ificantly alter the appearance of a face and make it really hard

o recognize the face. Illumination changes, as one of main fac-

ors, attracted much attention in the last decade and resulted in

arious methods proposed by researchers. These methods are gen-

rally categorized into three different groups [1] : preprocessing,

odeling, and invariant feature representations. 

Preprocessing methods normalize the illumination through pre-

rocessing the face images. They redistribute the intensities in a

ace image and correct the uneven illumination. The traditional

epresentatives include histogram equalization (HE) [2] and gamma

ntensity correction (GIC) [3] . The modern representatives include

egion-based HE (RHE) [3] , block-based HE (BHE) [4] , orientated

ocal HE (OLHE) [5] , and the methods based on discrete cosine

ransform (DCT) coefficients [6,7] . These methods are usually sim-

le and computationally efficient and fast, but yield an inferior
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erformance comparing with other methods since they either re-

ove too much useful information or are ineffective in eliminating

he illumination [1,8] . 

Modeling methods are classified into 3D face modeling and illu-

ination modeling. 3D modeling methods make 3D shape and tex-

ure models from face images under varying poses and illumina-

ions [9] . Illumination modeling methods usually approximate the

llumination using variations of the linear subspace [10–12] . These

ethods either suffer from high computational cost or need mul-

iple face images under different illumination conditions and 3-D

hape information during training [1] . 

Invariant feature representation methods produce features that

re illumination insensitive. Since the small-scale features (such

s lines, edges, and small-scale objects) are considered to be il-

umination insensitive [13] and illumination variations mainly af-

ect the large-scale features (i.e., low-frequency components), these

ethods extract small-scale features from face images to produce

llumination insensitive features. Majority of new methods are

lassified into this category. Representatives include local binary

atterns (LBP) [13] , adaptive LBP (ALBP) [14] , enhanced center-

ymmetric LBP (ECS-LBP) [15] , logarithmic fractal dimension (LFD)

16] , local directional patterns (LDP) [17] , enhanced LDP (EnLDP)

18] , local directional number patterns (LDN) [19] , eight local direc-

ional patterns (ELDP) [20] , adaptive homomorphic ELDP (AHELDP)

21] , complete ELDP (CELDP) [8] , Gradientface [22] , Weberface [23] ,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2018.04.062
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local Gradientface XOR and binary pattern (LGXBP) [24] , loga-

rithm gradient histogram (LGH) [25] , multiscale logarithm dif-

ference edgemaps (MSLDE) [26] , complete Gabor-Fisher classifier

(CGFC) [27] , large & small logarithmic discrete cosine transform

(L & S Log-DCT) [28] , and generalized dynamic morphological quo-

tient image (GDMQI) [29] . Here, we briefly review several repre-

sentative methods. LBP takes P neighbor pixels in a circle of ra-

dius R for each pixel and threshold them based on the value of the

central pixel. ALBP [14] employs directional statistical features of

the image and uses the least square estimation to adaptively min-

imize the local absolute difference. LFD [16] performs a log func-

tion on face images and transfers images to the fractal dimension

domain to produce illumination-invariant face representations. LDP

[17] , EnLDP [18] , LDN [19] , ELDP [20] , and AHELDP [21] produce

eight directional edge images using Kirsch compass masks and en-

code the directional information to obtain illumination-invariant

representations. Specifically, AHELDP [21] filters face images us-

ing the adaptive homomorphic filter, enhances the filtered images

using an interpolative function adopted from the interval type-2

fuzzy sets [30] , and then performs the ELDP method to produce fi-

nal AHELDP images. CELDP [8] partially reduces the illumination

using the adaptive homomorphic filter, enhances the facial fea-

tures by transferring the filtered images to the LFD domain, and

finally considers the relation among directions and magnitudes of

all eight directional edge responses to produce the respective fi-

nal CELDP D and CELDP M 

images. Gradientface [22] creates a ratio

image between the y -gradient and the x -gradient of a given im-

age. Weberface [23] creates a ratio image between the local inten-

sity variation and the background. The Gradientface and Weberface

methods are proven to be illumination-insensitive. LGXBP [24] first

transforms a face image into the logarithm domain and obtains a

pair of illumination-insensitive components: Gradientface orienta-

tion and Gradientface magnitude. These two components are then

encoded by LBP and local XOR patterns to form the local descrip-

tor and the histogram for face recognition. MSLDE [26] uses a

multi-scale framework to include large-scale and small-scale fea-

tures since large-scale features contain some useful information.

It applies a logarithmic function and uses the idea of Weberface

to compute the difference between two pixels in a neighborhood

in multiple scales to obtain illumination-invariant features. CGFC

[27] uses both Gabor magnitude and phase information with mul-

tiple scales and orientations to produce a robust face recognition

system. GDMQI [29] uses the Retinex theory and multi-scale mor-

phological techniques to extract small features and enhance the lo-

cal texture information of facial regions to produce illumination in-

variant features. 

On the other hand, researchers have developed different clas-

sification algorithms or preprocessing methods [31–34] to gener-

ate filter responses that are more robust to changes in viewpoint

and illumination and therefore lead to better texture classification.

Specially, Leung and Malik [33] , and Varma and Zisserman [32] ,

respectively presented the Leung–Malik (LM) filter bank [33] and

the maximum response (MR) filter bank [32] to classify textures,

which appear to be very similar. The LM filter bank consists of 48

filters (2 Gaussian derivative filters at 6 orientations and 3 scales, 8

Laplacian of Gaussian filters, and 4 Gaussian filters). The MR filter

bank consists of 38 filters (2 Gaussian derivative filters at 6 orien-

tations and 3 scales, 1 Laplacian of Gaussian filter, and 1 Gaussian

filter). These filter responses are then fed into the classification al-

gorithm, usually with the learning and classification stages, to clas-

sify the texture. 

In this paper, we propose a method called multi-scale gradient

maximum response (MSGMR) to produce illumination-insensitive

facial features for face recognition under varying illuminations. We

first make the illuminated face images brighter by transferring the

face image to the log domain. This log function spreads pixel val-
es more uniformly and specifically expands the values of darker

ixels and compresses brighter pixels in the image. We then con-

olve the scaled image with a subset of the MR filter bank to

enerate maximum filter responses containing characteristic facial

eature information. Next, an enhanced multi-scale Gradientface

ethod is applied on the maximum filter responses to produce

llumination-invariant features. This improved method first makes

eatures more distinct by scaling the ratio image and then em-

loys a multi-scale scheme to utilize more gradient information.

o the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply

he MR filter bank in face recognition together with the enhanced

ulti-scale Gradientface method to achieve illumination-invariant

epresentation. Finally, we evaluate the performance of the pro-

osed method using the one nearest neighborhood (1NN) with l 2 
orm (1NN- l 2 ) as the classifier on the fused and weighted multi-

cale Gradientface images. This paper makes four contributions: (1)

caling the face images by expanding darker pixels and compress-

ng brighter pixels using a simple and efficient log function. (2)

artially reducing the illumination by convolving logarithm trans-

ormed face images with a subset of the MR filter bank to gen-

rate maximum filter responses. (3) Achieving an illumination in-

ariant measure by applying an enhanced multi-scale Gradientface

ethod, which is robust to different illuminations while produc-

ng more distinct features and utilizing more gradient information.

4) Achieving a high face recognition accuracy using a simple clas-

ifier on the fused and weighted multi-scale Gradientface images

ompared with fourteen recently proposed state-of-the-art meth-

ds and its four variant methods. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents

he proposed MSGMR method to produce illumination invariant

eatures. Section 3 shows experimental results on four publicly

vailable image databases and evaluates the verification and dis-

rimination ability of the proposed method, and fourteen state-

f-the-art methods using ROC curves. Section 4 draws the conclu-

ions. 

. Methodology 

In this section, we first review the MR filter bank and the Gra-

ientface method. We then propose our multi-scale gradient maxi-

um response method, which produces illumination invariant fea-

ures for face images under varying illuminations. 

.1. Maximum response (MR) filter bank 

The Gaussian filter is frequently used in face recognition un-

er varying illuminations to smooth images and remove detail and

oise [22,23] . It uses the Gaussian kernel function of the following

orm: 

 (x, y, σ ) = 

1 

2 πσ 2 
exp 

(
−x 2 + y 2 

2 σ 2 

)
(1)

here G represents the Gaussian filter at position ( x, y ) with the

tandard deviation σ . 

On the other hand, the MR filter bank consists of 38 filters. It

ontains two Gaussian derivative filters, one Gaussian filter, and

ne Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter as shown in Fig. 1 . The two

aussian derivative filters include 36 filters with 18 edge filters be-

ng the first order of Gaussian derivative filters at 3 scales and 6

rientations and the other 18 bar filters being the second order

f Gaussian derivative filters at the same 3 scales and 6 orienta-

ions [35] . The LoG filter is used in edge detection since it consid-

rs the intensity changes [36,37] . The LoG filter at each position
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Fig. 1. The 38 MR filter bank. The first three rows present the edge filters in three 

scales and the next three rows present the bar filters in the same three scales. The 

last row present Gaussian and Laplacian of Gaussian filters from left to right. The 

three rows outlined by the solid rectangles indicate the 14 filters used in the pro- 

posed method. 
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 x, y ) with the standard deviation σ is defined as follows: 

oG (x, y, σ ) = 

1 

2 πσ 2 

(
x 2 + y 2 − 2 σ 2 

σ 4 

)
exp 

(
−x 2 + y 2 

2 σ 2 

)
(2) 

The edge and bar filters are anisotropic filters at multiple orien-

ations and the Gaussian and LoG filters are isotropic filters. There-

ore, the MR filters are expected to generate good features for all

ypes of textures as well as being rotationally invariant [32] . 

The MR filters have two reduced forms: the MR8 and MR4 fil-

er banks [35] . In the MR8 filter bank, only eight filter responses

re recorded by taking the maximum response of the anisotropic

lters across all orientations at each scale, which results in 3 re-

ponses for the edge filters, 3 responses for the bar filter, and 2

esponses for the isotropic filters. In the MR4 filter bank, only four

lter responses are recorded by taking the maximum response of

he anisotropic filters over both scales and orientations, which re-

ults in 1 response for the edge filters, 1 response for the bar fil-

ers, and 2 responses for the isotropic filters. These two reduced

orms significantly reduce the dimensionality of the filter response

pace. 

.2. Gradientface 

The Lambertian-reflectance model expresses a face image I as

(x, y ) = R (x, y ) L (x, y ) , where I ( x, y ), R ( x, y ), and L ( x, y ) are respec-

ively the pixel intensity, reflectance, and illuminance at position

 x, y ) [38] . L varies very slowly and R changes abruptly [22] . Zhang

t al. [22] use this property to propose the Gradientface method,

hich is proven to be illumination-insensitive. It first obtains the

moothed image I ′ by convolving I with the Gaussian kernel func-

ion G ( x, y, σ ) presented in Eq. (1) (i.e., I ′ = I ∗ G (x, y, σ ) ). Then,
radientface of the face image I is measured by 

face (x, y ) = arctan 2( I y ( x, y ) , I x (x, y ) ) ∈ (−π, π) (3) 

here I y and I x are the gradients of the smoothed image in y and x

irections and are computed by convolution of I ′ with the deriva-

ive of Gaussian kernel function in the y and x directions (i.e.,

 y = I ′ ∗ G y (x, y, σ ) and I x = I ′ ∗ G x (x, y, σ ) ), respectively. 

The gradient domain explicitly considers the relationship be-

ween neighboring pixels and reveals underlying inherent structure

f face images. Operating in the gradient domain makes the Gra-

ientface method robust in handling face images under different

lluminations. 

.3. Multi-scale gradient maximum response 

In this section, we propose a multi-scale gradient maximum re-

ponse (MSGMR) method for face recognition under varying illu-

inations. 

First, we employ the logarithmic operation to expand the values

f the darker pixels and compress the values of the brighter pixels

s follows: 

 = log(Im + 1) (4) 

here Im is the original face image, log is the logarithmic opera-

ion, and I is the logarithm transformed image. The integer value 1

s added to every pixel in Eq. (4) to avoid computing the log func-

ion for pixels with the intensity value of 0. 

Second, we employ a subset of the MR filter bank on the loga-

ithm transformed image to generate effective features for all types

f textures. Specifically, we use the MR4 filter bank to generate

our filtered face responses. However, we do not use all the edge

nd bar filters. We only obtain the filtered image at the third scale

nd compute the maximum responses over the six orientations

t the third scale. The scale is monitored by the standard devia-

ion in the Gaussian derivative filters. We choose the third scale

ince faces with varying illuminations expect to have a bigger de-

iation in different orientations. In other words, we only use the

4 filters out of the 38 filters in the MR filter bank to compute

lter responses. We use the notation MR4 14 to indicate that we

nly use the 14 filters to generate 14 response images for the log-

rithm transformed images and record the four filter responses by

dopting the idea of MR4, i.e., by taking the two responses for the

sotropic filters and taking the maximum response of each of the

wo anisotropic filters over all six orientations at the third scale. 

Third, we apply an enhanced multi-scale Gradientface method

n the filtered faces. The Gradientface is the ratio image between

he derivative of Gaussian kernel function with a fixed window size

nd σ in the y and x directions. Since Gradientface assumes that

ight intensity mainly lies in large-scale features, it only considers

mall-scale features (i.e., a few neighboring pixels) of the face im-

ge. In addition, using multiple window sizes with different values

f σ (i.e., multi-scale) for the Gaussian function can produce a fine-

o-coarse feature representation and capture different characteris-

ics of the face image [19] . Furthermore, multi-scale treatment in-

reases discriminating abilities or robustness to illumination varia-

ion [26] . Therefore, we consider the derivative of the Gaussian ker-

el function with n pairs of different window sizes and σ ’s to com-

ute ratio images at different scales to capture the illumination-

nvariant representation. We compute I y and I x for each window

ize and its respective σ . Next, instead of directly computing the

angent inverse of the ratio image R (i.e., R = I y / I x ), we scale the

atio image before computing its tangent inverse. The new min-

mum and maximum values for scaling the ratio image, and the
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Algorithm 1 The algorithmic view of the proposed method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The tangent inverse of the ratio image R . The ratio image is scaled to values 

between (−3 π r, 3 π ] or [ −3 π, 3 π
r 

) . The boundaries of the new range are illustrated 

by the two vertical dash lines. 
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scaled ratio image are computed as follows: 

newMin = 

{
−3 π r > 1 

r × −3 π r ≤ 1 

(5)

newMax = 

{ 

1 

r 
× 3 π r > 1 

3 π r ≤ 1 

(6)

S = (R − min (R )) 
(newMax − newMin ) 

(max (R ) − min (R )) 
+ newMin (7)

where newMin and newMax are values between −3 π and 3 π
and indicate the new minimum and maximum values for the

scaled ratio image S , respectively. r = 

abs (min (R )) 
abs (max (R )) 

is a value to

regulate newMin and newMax of S with respect to the abso-

lute value of the minimum and maximum of R . Eqs. (5) and (6)

determine the new range for S which is either (−3 π r, 3 π ] or

[ −3 π, 3 πr ) . If abs ( min ( R )) > abs ( max ( R )) (i.e., r > 1, the magnitude of

min ( R ) is bigger than the magnitude of max ( R )), we set newMin

equal to −3 π and newMax proportional to 3 π (i.e., 3 π
r ). If

abs ( max ( R )) > abs ( min ( R )) (i.e., r < 1, the magnitude of max ( R ) is

bigger than the magnitude of min ( R )), we set newMax equal to 3 π
and newMin proportional to −3 π (i.e., −3 π r). Eq. (7) is a linear

normalization, which brings the ratio image R into the new range

determined by newMin and newMax . This scaling makes the tan-

gent inverse of ratio values more distinct, which gives more dis-

crimination ability to the produced features. Fig. 2 shows the graph

of the tangent inverse. The two dash lines on the graph show the

boundaries of the new range. Clearly, for the ratio values outside

this range, the corresponding tangent inverse values gradually con-

verge to −π/ 2 or π /2. Therefore, scaling the ratio image brings its

values to the range of −3 π and 3 π and makes their respective tan-

gent inverse values more distinct to increase discrimination ability

of the features. After scaling, we obtain 4 n enhanced multi-scale

Gradientface images with n different σ ’s (i.e., n images for each of

the four filtered images). 
Fourth, we combine the 4 n images to produce the illumination-

nvariant representation as follows: 

 SGM R (Im ) = 

4 ∑ 

i =1 

n ∑ 

j=1 

w i F i j (8)

here MSGMR ( Im ) represents the obtained MSGMR image for the

nput image Im, F ij is the tangent inverse of the scaled ratio im-

ge S ij for the i th filtered image ( i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) and the j th derivative

f Gaussian kernel function ( j = 1 , 2 , . . . , n ). w i is the weight for n

nhanced Gradientface images obtained from the i th filtered image.

It should be noted that we do not perform the smoothing step

i.e., convolving the image with the Gaussian kernel function) in

he enhanced Gradientface method since the MR filter bank con-

ains the Gaussian filter as well. The MSGMR process to convert

n input face image to its corresponding MSGMR image is illus-

rated in Fig. 3 . The algorithmic view of the proposed method is

lso summarized in Algorithm 1 . 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of each intermediate result of the MSGMR process. (a) The original input face image. (b) The logarithm transformed image. (c) The filtered images obtained 

by convolving the log images with the 14 MR filters. (d) The maximum filter responses obtained for both edge and bar filters across all 6 orientations at the third scale. (e) 

The tangent inverse of multi-scale ratio images (i.e., enhanced multi-scale Gradientfaces) obtained for each of four maximum responses using 3 different scales represented 

by σ (i.e., σ1 = 0 . 5 , σ2 = 1 , and σ3 = 1 . 5 ). (f) The summation images obtained by combining the 3 scaled ratio images for each of two anisotropic filters and two isotropic 

filters. (g) The MSGMR image obtained by combining the summation image using different weights (i.e., w 1 = 0 . 2 , w 2 = 0 . 4 , w 3 = 0 . 2 , and w 4 = 0 . 2 ). 
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. Experimental results 

.1. Two kinds of experiments and five databases 

We evaluate the proposed MSGMR method by conduct-

ng experiments using two different approaches: closed-universe

ace recognition and open-universe face recognition. The closed-

niverse is the most common approach to evaluate the perfor-

ance of face recognition systems. It provides the identity of a

robe face only from the set of known identities in the training

hile there is no imposter or distracter face representing an indi-

idual not in the training. The open-universe approach is designed

or real-world scenarios where face images are captured in uncon-

rolled environment and contain different poses, illuminations, and

cclusions. This approach is either used for face verification (i.e.,

etermine whether two faces represent the same identity) or for

ore realistic face identification (i.e., recognize a set of individu-

ls, whose face images are in the training dataset, while ignoring

he faces of the other unknown individuals). 

For the closed-universe approach, we conduct our experiments

n four publicly available CMU-PIE, Yale B, extended Yale B, and

R face databases with large illumination variations [39,40] . The

mages in the first three databases are manually cropped and re-

ized to 100 × 100 pixels while the images in the AR database

re cropped and resized to 64 × 64 pixels. For the open-universe

pproach, we conduct our experiment on the PubFig83+LFW

atabase [41] which consists of images from the Public Fig-

res (PubFig) database and the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW)

atabase. The images in both the PubFig and LFW databases are

athered from web. The images in this database are cropped and

esized to 50 × 50 pixels. 

.1.1. Experimental settings 

For closed-universe face recognition, the MSGMR method is

ompared with fourteen recently proposed state-of-the-art meth-

ds (i.e., Gradientface, Weberface, LFD, LBP, ALBP, LDP, EnLDP, LDN,

LDP, AHELDP, CELDP, MSLDE, CGFC, and GDMQI) and four vari-

nt methods. Fig. 4 demonstrates six original images from the Yale

 database, their corresponding preprocessed images generated by

ourteen compared methods, and the MSGMR images produced by

he proposed method. We implement each method in MATLAB and

et its applicable parameters as recommended by its researchers.

or LBP, we use the uniform operator with 8 members in a cir-

le of radius 2 [13] . We experimentally set the number of scales
n the proposed MSGMR method to be 3 (i.e., n = 3 ) and their re-

pective standard deviations as 0.5, 1, and 1.5. We set the weight

alues in Eq. (8) to be 0.2 for edge filter responses, 0.4 for bar fil-

er responses, 0.2 for Gaussian filter responses, and 0.2 for LoG fil-

er responses. The weight of bar filter responses is higher than the

eights of the other responses since bars correspond to peaks in

he smoothed luminance profile of the image [42] and can provide

ore robust edge from input image, as shown in the maximum re-

ponse image presented in Fig. 3 (d). We will explain the reason for

hese settings later. 

To show the effectiveness of each of the three components,

amely, the log function, the subset of the MR filter bank, and

he enhanced multi-scale Gradientface method, we perform a se-

ies of experiments to obtain the face recognition accuracy on four

atabases by individually removing each of the components from

he proposed method. Specifically, we show the influence of the

og transformation by including the experimental results for the

SGMR method when removing the log operation as its first step,

hich is called MSGMR_NoLog. We then show the influence of

he multiple scales by including the experimental results for the

MR method (i.e., the single-scale version of the proposed MSGMR

ethod) with the standard deviation of 1. We also show the influ-

nce of the employed subset of the MR filter bank by including

he experimental results of considering all 38 MR filters, which is

alled MSGMR38. Furthermore, we show the influence of scaling

he ratio image by including the experimental results for the pro-

osed MSGMR method without scaling the ratio images, which is

alled MSGMR_NoScaling. 

We use 1NN- l 2 as the classifier, which is also used in Weberface

nd CELDP [8,23] . It assigns a probe image to its nearest neighbor

eference image in the database. Therefore, results only show the

nfluence of preprocessing methods in handling illumination. 

.2. Closed-universe face recognition 

.2.1. Experimental results of the 15 methods on four databases 

Results on the Yale B face database : The Yale B database con-

ains grayscale faces of 10 subjects under nine poses with 64 im-

ges of 480 × 640 pixels in each pose. We use the frontal pose with

40 face images, which are cropped and resized to 100 × 100 pix-

ls. Similar to experimental settings in [8] , the images are catego-

ized into six subsets based on the angle between the light source

irections and the central camera axis: S0 (0 °, 6 images per sub-

ect), S1 (1 °–12 °, 8 images per subject), S2 (13 °–25 °, 10 images per
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Fig. 4. Comparison of preprocessed images obtained by different methods. (a) Original face images in S0 of the Yale B face database. Illumination-invariant images produced 

by the methods of (b) Gradientface, (c) Weberface, (d) LBP, (e)ALBP, (f) LDP, (g) EnLDP, (h) LDN, (i) LFD, (j) ELDP, (k) AH-ELDP, (l) CELDP D , (m) CELDP M , (n) MSLDE, (o) CGFC, 

(p) GDMQI, and (q) MSGMR. 
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subject), S3 (26 °–50 °, 12 images per subject), S4 (51 °–77 °, 10 im-

ages per subject), and S5 (above 78 °, 18 images per subject). The

subset S0 contains 6 images with −35, −20, 0, 20, 45, and 90 de-

grees of elevation of the light per subject. Positive elevations indi-

cate the light source above the horizon, while negative elevations

indicate the light source below the horizon. The 6 images for one

of the subjects are shown in the first column of Fig. 4 . 

We conduct six experiments to evaluate the performance of

each compared method. In the i th experiment, the i th image from

each subject in S0 is used as the reference (training) image and

the remaining five images from each subject in S0 (50 images in

total, which form a new subset S0’) and all the images in each of

the other five subsets are used as probe (testing) images. For each

experiment, we compute the recognition accuracy for each of the

six subsets (i.e., S0’, S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5) and then compute the

average face recognition accuracy of each subset across all the six

experiments, which is considered as the recognition accuracy for

the respective subset. We also report the standard deviation (SD)

of the recognition accuracy across all the six experiments for each

subset. Finally, we calculate the average and standard deviation of

the face recognition accuracy across all the six subsets. 

Table 1 summarizes the average recognition accuracy and the

SD of each subset for the fourteen state-of-the-art compared meth-

ods and the proposed method. The last column of Table 1 includes
Table 1 

Recognition accuracy (%) and corresponding SD in parentheses

Method S0’ S1 S2 

Weberface 87.33(.12) 93.96(.09) 90.17(.12) 

Gradientface 83.67 (.10) 95.62(.06) 90.83(.09) 

LFD 92.33(.13) 95.83(.10) 93.50(.13) 

LBP 83.33(.08) 96.25(.05) 91.83(.09) 

ALBP 87.00(.10) 97.08(.05) 92.67(.09) 

LDP 81.67(.12) 92.71(.10) 86.67(.17) 

EnLDP 79.67(.11) 92.92(.10) 87.00(.13) 

LDN 77.00(.13) 90.83(.13) 84.17(.16) 

ELDP 83.33(.12) 95.42(.06) 89.83(.10) 

AHELDP 93.67(.06) 99.58(.01) 96.50(.05) 

CELDP 99.33(.01) 10 0.0 0(0 0) 99.50(.01) 

MSLDE 94.00(.05) 98.33(.02) 97.67(.03) 

CGFC 98.00(.02) 99.79(.01) 98.17(.03) 

GDMQI 92.33(.08) 97.50(.04) 96.17(.06) 

MSGMR 99.67 (.01) 10 0.0 0 (.0 0) 10 0.0 0 (.0 0) 
he average accuracy together with its SD for all subsets including

0’, S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 (i.e., 630 testing images in total). The

roposed MSGMR method outperforms the fourteen methods with

he highest face recognition accuracy of 99.60% and the smallest

D of 0.002, while the second highest accuracy of 99.47% is ob-

ained by the CELDP method. It improves the face recognition ac-

uracy of Weberface, Gradientface, LFD, LBP, ALBP, LDP, EnLDP, LDN,

LDP, AHELDP, CELDP, MSLDE, CGFC, and GDMQI by 7.66%, 9.32%,

.70%, 11.05%, 7.44%, 15.84%, 15.88%, 21.02%, 8.99%, 3.03%, 0.13%,

.32%, 0.99%, and 4.15%, respectively. 

Results on the extended Yale B face database : The extended

ale B database contains grayscale faces of 38 subjects under

ine poses with 64 images of 480 × 640 pixels in each pose. We

se the frontal pose images, which are cropped and resized to

00 × 100 pixels (2414 images out of 2432 total images are used

ince 18 images are corrupted). Similar to the Yale B database, the

mages are categorized into six subsets based on the angle be-

ween the light source directions and the central camera axis: S0

0 °, 228 images), S1 (1 °–12 °, 301 images), S2 (13 °–25 °, 380 im-

ges), S3 (26 °–50 °, 449 images), S4 (51 °–77 °, 380 images), and S5

above 78 °, 676 images). The subset S0 contains 6 images with

35, −20, 0, 20, 45, and 90 degrees of elevation of the light

er subject. Similarly, we conduct six experiments for each com-

ared method. Table 2 summarizes the average recognition accu-
 of 15 methods for Yale B face images. 

S3 S4 S5 Ave. 

89.17(.06) 89.83(.08) 98.33(.01) 92.51(.06) 

84.86(.10) 91.00(.09) 95.56(.05) 91.11(.06) 

93.06(.10) 95.67(.06) 97.59(.03) 95.13(.08) 

85.28(.07) 88.50(.07) 90.93(.05) 89.68(.04) 

80.06(.09) 91.00(.09) 96.39(.04) 92.70(.07) 

87.22(.03) 84.00(.03) 84.07(.08) 85.98(.03) 

81.81(.10) 85.33(.12) 87.13(.09) 85.95(.05) 

80.00(.08) 81.33(.11) 81.02(.10) 82.30(.05) 

84.86(.09) 90.50(.10) 95.46(.05) 91.38(.06) 

94.31(.06) 96.17(.04) 98.15(.02) 96.67(.03) 

99.03(.01) 99.67(.01) 99.44(.00) 99.47(.01) 

94.58(.05) 96.50(.05) 96.67(.04) 96.40(.03) 

97.64(.01) 98.83(.01) 99.07(.01) 98.62(.01) 

94.30(.06) 95.67(.06) 96.30(.04) 95.63(.04) 

99.03 (.01) 99.80 (.00) 99.44 (.00) 99.60 (.002) 
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Table 2 

Recognition accuracy (%) and corresponding SD in parentheses of 15 methods for extended Yale B face images. 

Method S0’ S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Ave. 

Weberface 71.84(.17) 84.38(.15) 78.55(.21) 77.43(.06) 78.68(.12) 88.24(.05) 81.32(.09) 

Gradientface 68.25(.15) 86.54(.19) 79.69(.21) 73.05(.07) 77.59(.13) 82.17(.13) 78.76(.07) 

LFD 79.30(.23) 85.88(.24) 84.82(.26) 83.03(.21) 83.33(.17) 81.21(.06) 82.91(.17) 

LBP 63.07(.17) 82.45(.18) 76.32(.24) 67.52(.07) 72.54(.10) 75.17(.11) 73.44(.07) 

ALBP 71.58(.13) 88.37(.08) 81.10(.15) 74.31(.07) 79.25(.13) 83.80(.10) 80.45(.07) 

LDP 67.89(.18) 84.60(.23) 77.10(.25) 73.31(.11) 65.96(.06) 64.32(.11) 71.18(.08) 

EnLDP 65.61(.19) 86.21(.19) 77.41(.21) 68.93(.07) 71.58(.13) 71.23(.17) 73.29(.08) 

LDN 61.49(.21) 83.00(.25) 74.30(.26) 64.96(.09) 66.18(.10) 64.00(.16) 68.39(.09) 

ELDP 70.53(.13) 87.76(.11) 81.14(.14) 72.94(.09) 78.25(.15) 83.70(.13) 79.85(.09) 

AHELDP 77.46(.10) 88.26(.05) 84.82(.12) 81.89(.06) 86.32(.11) 89.79(.06) 85.77(.05) 

CELDP 92.46(.06) 94.01(.03) 94.52(.06) 93.99(.03) 95.92(.03) 94.92(.01) 94.53(.02) 

MSLDE 85.26(06) 94.63(.05) 90.04(.09) 88.16(.06) 89.30(.10) 90.48(.07) 89.89(.04) 

CGFC 92.19(.06) 95.74(.05) 92.41(.08) 91.72(.04) 92.10(.04) 93.37(.02) 92.90(.03) 

GDMQI 84.21(.11) 94.85(.06) 90.26(.11) 88.75(.06) 90.53(.09) 92.11(.07) 90.64(.06) 

MSGMR 96.58 (.02) 98.89 (.01) 96.80 (.04) 97.66 (.01) 97.50 (.01) 97.44 (.02) 97.50 (.01) 

Fig. 5. Eight images with light changes and neutral expression from a subject in 

the AR face database. 
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Table 3 

Average recognition accuracy (%) and 

corresponding SD in parentheses for of 

15 methods AR face images. 

Methods Accuracy 

Weberface 67.96(.03) 

Gradientface 72.50(.03) 

LFD 85.27(.02) 

LBP 75.86(.03) 

ALBP 83.89(.01) 

LDP 77.00(.01) 

EnLDP 85.23(.01) 

LDN 82.93(.02) 

ELDP 85.55(.01) 

AHELDP 85.95(.01) 

CELDP 86.63(.01) 

MSLDE 76.68(.07) 

CGFC 86.32(.03) 

GDMQI 86.19(.02) 

MSGMR 91.91(.01) 
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9  
acy and its SD of each subset for the fourteen compared meth-

ds and the proposed MSGMR method. S0’ of each experiment

ontains the images in S0 excluding the training image. The last

olumn of Table 2 also includes the average accuracy and its SD

or S0’, S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 (i.e., 2376 testing images in to-

al). The proposed MSGMR method outperforms the fourteen com-

ared methods with the best face recognition accuracy of 97.50%

nd the smallest SD of 0.01, while the second highest accuracy

f 94.53% is obtained by the CELDP method. It improves the face

ecognition accuracy of Weberface, Gradientface, LFD, LBP, ALBP,

DP, EnLDP, LDN, ELDP, AHELDP, CELDP, MSLDE, CGFC, and GDMQI

y 19.90%, 23.79%, 17.60%, 32.76%, 21.19%, 36.98%, 33.03%, 42.56%,

2.10%, 13.68%, 3.14%, 8.47%, 4.95%, and 7.57%, respectively. 

Results on the AR face database : The AR face database con-

ains over 40 0 0 frontal view color faces of 126 subjects (70 men

nd 56 women) with different facial expressions, illumination con-

itions, and occlusions (sun glasses and scarf). Each subject par-

icipated in two sessions, separated by a 14-day time period. The

ame type of pictures were taken in both sessions. We use the

ropped version of the database [43] , which contains images of

65 × 120 pixels for 100 subjects (50 men and 50 women). We

nly use images with illumination conditions and neutral expres-

ions, which include two images with neutral expressions, two im-

ges with light from the left, two images with light from the right,

nd two images with light from both sides for each subject. Since

he original size is small, all images are resized to 64 × 64 pixels,

hich is similar to the size of the images in the other databases.

his also helps us to evaluate the robustness of the proposed MS-

MR method and its parameters with different sized images. The

rst row of Fig. 5 shows all eight images for a subject from the AR

atabase and the second row shows their respective MSGMR im-

ges. We conduct eight experiments to evaluate the performance

f the proposed MSGMR method. In the i th experiment, we use

he i th image from each subject as the reference image and all the

ther seven images as the probe images. 

Table 3 summarizes the average recognition accuracy of the fif-

een compared methods for all reference images. The proposed

SGMR method achieves the highest average recognition accuracy
f 91.91%, while the second highest accuracy of 86.63% is obtained

y the CELDP method. Compared with the other fourteen methods,

SGMR improves the face recognition accuracy of Weberface, Gra-

ientface, LFD, LBP, ALBP, LDP, EnLDP, LDN, ELDP, AHELDP, CELDP,

SLDE, CGFC, and GDMQI by 35.24%, 26.77%, 7.79%, 21.16%, 9.56%,

9.36%, 7.84%, 10.83%, 7.43%, 6.93%, 6.09%, 19.86%, 6.48%, and 6.64%,

espectively. This improvement is significantly more compared to

he improvement made on both Yale B and extended Yale B face

atabases. 

Results on the PIE face database : The PIE database contains

1,368 grayscale images of 68 subjects under various poses, illu-

inations, and expressions with the size of 486 × 640 pixels. We

se frontal pose images from the illumination subset (C27), which

ontains 21 images per subject. All face images are cropped and

esized to 100 × 100 pixels. Fig. 6 shows all 21 images for a sub-

ect from this database. We conduct 21 experiments to evaluate

he performance of each compared method. In the i th experiment,

e use the i th image from each subject as the reference image

nd all the other 20 images as the probe images. Fig. 7 shows the

ecognition accuracy of compared methods under each reference

et. The proposed method achieves a comparable result compar-

ng with the highest achieved accuracy for every reference image.

able 4 summarizes the average recognition accuracy and its SD of

he fifteen compared methods for all reference images. The pro-

osed method achieves the comparable average recognition accu-

acy of 98.86% and the SD of 0.01, while the highest accuracy of

9.52% is obtained by the CELDP method. The face recognition ac-
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Fig. 6. Illustration of 21 samples from CMU-PIE. 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the recognition accuracy of fifteen methods for PIE face im- 

ages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 

Average recognition accuracy (%) and corre- 

sponding SD in parentheses of 15 methods for 

PIE face images. 

Methods Accuracy 

Weberface 94.70(.06) 

Gradientface 97.25(.03) 

LFD 97.86(.02) 

LBP 95.37(.04) 

ALBP 98.21(.02) 

LDP 83.42(.10) 

EnLDP 93.81(.07) 

LDN 90.16(.09) 

ELDP 98.91(.01) 

AH-ELDP 99.45(.01) 

CELDP 99.52(.01) 

MSLDE 98.49(.02) 

CGFC 99.06(.01) 

GDMQI 98.21(.03) 

MSGMR 98.86 (.01) 
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curacy of the proposed system is decreased by 0.66% compared to

the accuracy obtained by the CELDP method. 

3.2.2. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves 

The ROC curve evaluates the verification and discrimination

ability of a binary classifier. When different methods employ the

same classifier, the ROC curve evaluates verification and discrimi-

nation ability of each method [8,26] . The ROC curve plots the true

positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) of the clas-

sifier. Higher TPR and lower FPR indicate a better verification and

discrimination ability. In face recognition, a positive match indi-
Fig. 8. ROC curves of 15 method
ates a probe image and the reference image are determined to be

he same subject. 

We plot ROC curves for all the four databases. Similar to exper-

mental setting in [8] , each of the six images in S0 of Yale B and

xtended Yale B databases is used as the reference image and all

he rest are used as probe images. Each of the 8 images for each

ubject in the AR database is used as the reference image and all

he rest are used as probe images. Each of the 21 images for each

ubject in the PIE database is used as the reference image and all

he rest are used as probe images. We then compute the average

f respective similarity measures as true and false scores and use

hese scores to compute TPR and FPR for each reference image. Fi-

ally, we compute the TPR and FPR for each database as the av-

rage of all the TPR and FPR values across all experiments over

ifferent reference images. 

Figs. 8 –11 compare the respective ROC curves of fifteen com-

ared methods for Yale B, extended Yale B, AR, and PIE databases,

espectively. Clearly, the proposed MSGMR method achieves the

est verification and discrimination ability compared with the

ther state-of-the-art methods for Yale B, extended Yale B, and AR

atabases since it has the largest area under the ROC curve. For

IE database, the ROC curve of the CELDP method is overlaid by

he proposed MSGMR method, which indicates MSGMR and CELDP
s for the Yale B database. 
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Fig. 9. ROC curves of 15 methods for the extended Yale B database. 

Fig. 10. ROC curves of 15 methods for the AR database. 

Fig. 11. ROC curves of 15 methods for the PIE database. 
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Table 5 

Recognition accuracy (%) and corresponding SD in parentheses of our variant systems for Yale B face images. 

Method S0’ S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Ave. 

MSGMR 99.67 (.01) 10 0.0 0 (.0 0) 10 0.0 0 (.0 0) 99.03 (.01) 99.80 (.00) 99.44 (.00) 99.60 (.002) 

MSGMR_NoLog 98.00(.02) 99.37(.01) 98.50(.02) 99.17(.01) 99.50(.01) 99.54(.00) 99.15(.008) 

MSGMR38 99.67(.00) 10 0.0 0(.0 0) 10 0.0 0(.0 0) 99.03(.01) 99.83(.00) 99.44(.00) 99.60(.002) 

GMR 98.67(.01) 10 0.0 0(.0 0) 10 0.0 0(.0 0) 98.89(.01) 99.83(.01) 99.54(.00) 99.52(.003) 

MSGMR_NoScaling 98.67(.02) 10 0.0 0(.0 0) 99.83(.00) 98.47(.01) 99.50(.01) 99.35(.00) 99.31(.004) 

Table 6 

Recognition accuracy (%) and corresponding SD in parentheses of our variant systems for extended Yale B face images. 

Method S0’ S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Ave. 

MSGMR 96.58 (.02) 98.89 (.01) 96.80 (.04) 97.66 (.01) 97.50 (.01) 97.44 (.02) 97.50 (.01) 

MSGMR_NoLog 92.46(.04) 97.12(.03) 94.96(.06) 94.80(.02) 93.95(.05) 95.36(.02) 94.96(.03) 

MSGMR38 96.75(.02) 98.95(.01) 97.19(.03) 97.58(.01) 97.54(.01) 97.58(.01) 97.62(.01) 

GMR 95.00(.02) 98.01(.02) 96.18(.04) 96.84(.02) 96.89(.02) 96.55(.02) 96.66(.01) 

MSGMR_NoScaling 95.00(.03) 98.39(.02) 96.14(.04) 96.36(.02) 97.15(.02) 97.39(.01) 96.89(.02) 

Table 7 

Average recognition accuracy (%) and cor- 

responding SD in parentheses of our vari- 

ant systems for AR face images. 

Methods Accuracy 

MSGMR 91.91(.01) 

MSGMR_NoLog 92.0 0(.0 08) 

MSGMR38 91.84(.008) 

GMR 90.75(.009) 

MSGMR_NoScaling 89.96(.02) 

Table 8 

Average recognition accuracy (%) and 

corresponding SD in parentheses of our 

variant systems for PIE face images. 

Methods Accuracy 

MSGMR 98.86(.01) 

MSGMR_NoLog 97.12(.03) 

MSGMR38 98.82(.01) 

GMR 98.08(.02) 

MSGMR_NoScaling 99.16(.01) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 9 

Average computational time to preprocess a face image (100 × 100) in seconds 

by using the proposed method and its four variant methods. 

MSGMR MSGMR_NoLog MSGMR38 GMR MSGMR_NoScaling 

0.0143 0.0148 0.0240 0.0089 0.0153 
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methods achieve the comparable best verification and discrimina-

tion ability. 

3.2.3. Experimental results of four variant methods on four databases 

In this subsection, we experimentally show the influence of

three components (i.e., the log function, the subset of the MR filter

bank, and the enhanced multi-scale Gradientface) of the proposed

MSGMR method. Specifically, we include experimental results for

the MSGMR_NoLog method (i.e., the MSGMR method without per-

forming the log operation as its first step), the MSGMR38 method

(i.e., the MSGMR with all 38 MR filters instead of only 14 MR fil-

ters), the GMR method (i.e., the single-scale version of the pro-

posed MSGMR method) with the standard deviation of 1, and the

MSGMR_NoScaling method (i.e., the MSGMR method without scal-

ing the ratio images). Tables 5 –8 present the face recognition accu-

racy of the proposed method together with its four variant meth-

ods on Yale B, extended Yale B, AR, and PIE databases, respectively.

In the following, we discuss each component and its individual ef-

fect on the proposed system. 

(1) Log function: Some of the state-of-the-art methods such

as LFD [16] and MSLDE [26] also use the log function as their

first step. However, not every method’s performance necessar-

ily improves by using the log function [16] . The third row of

Tables 5 –8 shows the recognition accuracy of MSGMR_NoLog on

four databases, respectively. The experimental results clearly show
hat employing the log operation improves the face recognition

ccuracy by 0.45%, 2.67%, and 1.79% for Yale B, extended Yale

, and PIE databases, respectively. However, the accuracy of MS-

MR_NoLog (i.e., 92.00%) is slightly higher than the accuracy of

he proposed MSGMR method (i.e., 91.91%) for the AR face images.

verall, incorporating log function improves the face recognition

ccuracy. 

(2) The subset of the MR filter: The MR filter bank with 38 fil-

ers is used in texture classification. The proposed MSGMR system

ses only 14 MR filters. The fourth row of the Tables 5 –8 lists the

ecognition accuracy of MSGMR38 on four databases, respectively.

t clearly shows that there are no significant performance changes

hen using 14 filters and 38 filters on four face databases. Specif-

cally, the experimental results demonstrate that face recognition

erformance of the proposed MSGMR with 14 filters and the pro-

osed MSGMR with 38 filters on four databases are as follows:

9.60% vs. 99.60% for the Yale B database, 97.50% vs. 97.62% for the

xtended Yale B database, 91.91% vs. 91.84% for the AR database,

nd 98.86% vs. 98.82% for the PIE database. Table 9 further shows

hat the computational time is reduced by almost half when using

he subset of the MR filter. These additional experiments clearly

how the proposed MSGMR method with the subset of the MR fil-

er (i.e., 14 filters) is able to achieve the optimal face recognition

ccuracy with reduced computational time. 

(3) The enhanced multi-scale Gradientface: This step improves

he Gradientface method from two perspectives: employing mul-

iple scales and scaling the ratio image before applying the tan-

ent inverse. For the first improvement, Fig. 12 presents the ac-

uracy of GMR (i.e., with only one scale) by varying the values

f σ ’s on four databases. We include the accuracy of GMR when

sing a typical value of σ= 1 on the fifth row of Tables 5–8 . It

learly shows that the multi-scale Gradient respectively improves

he face recognition accuracy for Yale B, extended Yale B, AR, and

IE databases by 0.08%, 0.87%, 1.28%, and 0.79% when compar-

ng with the single-scale Gradient. For the second improvement,

e add the face recognition accuracy of the MSGMR_NoScaling

ethod on the sixth row of Tables 5 –8 . The experimental results

emonstrate that employing the scaling technique in the proposed

ystem (i.e., performing Eqs. (5) –(7) ), respectively improves the

ace recognition accuracy for Yale B, extended Yale B, and AR face
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Fig. 12. Accuracy of GMR (i.e., with only one scale) by varying σ ’s of the enhanced 

multi-scale Gradientface for all four databases. 
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Fig. 13. Accuracy of MSGMR using four different σ combinations for all four 

databases. 

Table 10 

Recognition accuracy (%) of MSGMR for five combinations of 

weights [ w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 ] on four databases, where w 1 is the weight 

for edge responses, w 2 is the weight for bar responses, w 3 is the 

weight for Gaussian responses, and w 4 is the weight for LoG re- 

sponses. 

Weight values Yale B Extended Yale B AR PIE 

[.4,.2,.2,.2] 99.13 96.51 91.73 98.74 

[.2,.4,.2,.2] 99.60 97.50 91.91 98.87 

[.2,.2,.4,.2] 99.50 96.60 91.45 97.59 

[.2,.2,.2,.4] 99.50 96.96 91.23 98.77 

[.25,.25,.25,.25] 99.58 97.17 91.95 98.49 
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mages by 0.29%, 0.63%, and 2.17% when comparing with the sys-

em without using the scaling technique. However, employing the

caling technique decreases the face recognition accuracy for PIE

ace images by 0.30% when comparing with the system without

caling. Overall, employing the scaling technique in the proposed

ystem improves the face recognition accuracy. 

We also compute the average computational time to preprocess

 face image of the size of 100 pixels by using the proposed MS-

MR and its four variant methods, and summarized the results in

able 9 . It clearly shows that employing 14 filters out of 38 MR

lters in the proposed system reduces the computational time by

ore than 40% and incorporating the logarithmic, multi-scale, and

caling operations increases the run-time a little bit. 

The extensive experimental results clearly show the effective-

ess of incorporating three components, namely, the log function,

he subset of the MR filter bank, and the enhanced multi-scale

radientface method, in the proposed system to achieve better face

ecognition accuracy for four face databases when comparing with

ourteen state-of-the-art systems and its four variant systems. 

.2.4. Setting standard deviations and weights for enhanced 

ulti-scale Gradientface 

Standard deviations: In the enhanced multi-scale Gradientface

tep, we need to decide the number of scales along with their

tandard deviations. A good window size (i.e., width and height)

or each derivative of the Gaussian kernel function is six times the

tandard deviation at x and y directions. This setting is sufficient to

et the Gaussian filter approach zero at the filter edge [44] . Since

he standard deviation can be decimal values and the window size

s an integer number, we set the width and height of the window

s follows: 

 = H = 

{ 

3 f loor(7 σ ) < 3 

f loor(7 σ ) + 1 mod( f loor(7 σ ) , 2) = 0 

f loor(7 σ ) otherwise 
(9) 

here W and H are the width and height of the window, floor is a

unction that maps a real number to the largest integer less than

r equal to itself, and mod is the modulo operation that finds the

emainder after division of floor (7 σ ) by 2. Eq. (9) guarantees that

he minimum window size is 3 × 3 and for the bigger σ value, the

indow size is big enough to be at least six times the standard

eviation. We also ensure that the window size is symmetric with

espect to the center of the filter to avoid favoring one side of the

indow against its opposite side [44] . 

To determine the standard deviation, we first conduct an exper-

ment by applying the proposed method with only one scale (i.e.,

ne standard deviation) on all the four databases. Fig. 12 shows

he average accuracy obtained by varying standard deviation from

.25 to 3 with a stepsize of 0.25 for each database. Clearly, the

ecognition rate for all four databases increases from σ = 0 . 5 to

= 1 . 5 and then gradually decreases as σ increases. We de-
ided to examine the following combinations of 3 standard de-

iations: (i) σ = { 0 . 25 , 0 . 75 , 1 . 25 } with window size {3 × 3, 5 × 5,

 × 9}, (ii) σ = { 0 . 5 , 1 , 1 . 5 } with window size {3 × 3, 7 × 7, 11 × 11},

iii) σ = { 0 . 75 , 1 . 25 , 1 . 75 } with window size {5 × 5, 9 × 9, 13 × 13},

nd iv) σ = { 0 . 6 , 0 . 9 , 1 . 2 } with window size {5 × 5, 7 × 7, 9 × 9}.

ig. 13 shows the average accuracy of the MSGMR method on four

atabases by using these combinations. While we choose to use

he second combination (i.e., σ = { 0 . 5 , 1 , 1 . 5 } ), the results show

hat the second and third combinations are both effective combi-

ations. The σ = { 0 . 5 , 1 , 1 . 5 } combination is also consistent with

he combination used in the Gaussian-based version of the LDN

ethod [19] (i.e., LDN 

G 
. 5 , 1 , 1 . 5 

), which replaces the Kirsch compass

ask with three Gaussian masks and rotates them in the eight di-

ection to produce illumination-invariant feature. 

Weight values: As mentioned in the Section 3.1 , we set the

eight for bar filter responses higher than the weight for each

f the other three filter responses, since bars correspond to peaks

n the smoothed luminance profile of the image and can provide

ore robust edges from an input image. As a result, we set the

eight for edge responses to be 0.2 (i.e., w 1 = 0 . 2 ), for bar filter

esponses to be 0.4 (i.e., w 2 = 0 . 4 ), for Gaussian filter responses

o be 0.2 (i.e., w 3 = 0 . 2 ), and for LoG filter responses to 0.2 (i.e.,

 4 = 0 . 2 ). We systematically used different weights to further val-

date the above claim. To this end, we performed experiments us-

ng five combinations of weights (i.e., w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , and w 4 ) on the

our databases. For the first four combinations, the i th combina-

ion sets the weight for w i to be 0.4 and the other three weights

o be 0.2. The fifth combination sets the weight for every tangent

nverse component to be equal (e.g., 0.25). Table 10 lists the recog-

ition accuracy of the proposed MSGMR using five combinations of

eights on the four databases. It clearly shows that these five com-

inations achieve comparable accuracy and our chosen combina-

ion (i.e., [0.2, 0.4, 0.2, 0.2]) achieves the best recognition accuracy

or three databases and a comparable accuracy on the AR database.

herefore, the chosen combination (i.e., [0.2, 0.4, 0.2, 0.2]) is a the-

retically and experimentally suitable setting for the weights. 
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Fig. 14. Illustration of 16 samples from the PubFig83+LFW database. The top three 

rows present sample faces from PubFig83 for three individuals in the training set. 

The bottom row present sample faces from LFW, which are served as background 

and distractor faces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15. Precision/recall curves of 16 methods for the open-universe PubFig83+LFW 

database. 

Table 11 

Recall at 95% precision and AP for 16 compared meth- 

ods on PubFig83+LFW face images. Average accuracy 

across five experiments for 16 compared methods on 

PubFig83 is also reported in the last column. 

Methods Recall(%) AP(%) Accuracy(%) 

K NN-SRC 3.30 28.50 34.80 

Weberface 31.80 62.30 63.10 

Gradientface 47.40 74.10 74.10 

LFD 14.10 51.80 56.00 

LBP 43.60 72.40 71.90 

ALBP 48.90 76.00 76.95 

LDP 36.90 70.60 69.00 

EnLDP 44.70 73.20 73.70 

LDN 40.40 71.10 71.50 

ELDP 43.10 74.60 71.00 

AH-ELDP 48.60 73.90 74.50 

CELDP 8.20 47.90 50.90 

MSLDE 44.40 71.50 71.30 

CGFC 2.30 31.80 44.70 

GDMQI 32.60 66.70 64.20 

MSGMR 50.10 76.30 77.10 
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3.3. Open-Universe face identification 

For open-universe face identification, the MSGMR method is

compared with the same fourteen recently proposed state-of-the-

art methods used for closed-universe face identification on the

publicly available PubFig83+LFW database with 25,068 images [41] .

This dataset consists of 13,002 images from the PubFig83

database [45] for 83 individuals with 8,720 faces for training and

4,282 faces for testing and over 5,0 0 0 individuals from the LFW

database [46] with 12,0 6 6 faces for background and distracter faces

that algorithms should reject. Fig. 14 demonstrate 16 sample faces

from the PubFig83+LFW database. Instead of using the 1NN- l 2 as

the classifier, we use the k -nearest neighbors based on sparse rep-

resentation classification ( K NN-SRC) [47] as the classifier. SRC takes

advantages of sparse representation and presents a given test im-

age by a linear combination of images from a large dictionary of

faces. K NN-SRC reduces the SRC computation complexity by first

approximating relevant dictionary elements using the k-nearest

neighborhoods to a much smaller dictionary and then running L1-

minimization. We include the results of K NN-SRC without employ-

ing any preprocessing method and the results of MSGMR by feed-

ing the preprocessing results achieved by MSGMR to the K NN-SRC

classifier. 

We include precision and recall (PR) curves, which are more

suitable for the open-universe dataset as suggested by Becker and

Ortiz [41] , in this experiment. The precision is the ratio of the

number of correctly identified faces and the total number of faces

with assigned labels (i.e., distractor faces that are not assigned a la-

bel are not counted). It compares the face recognition performance

on the test set. However, it does not report how well an algorithm

rejects background and distractor faces. The recall reports the per-

centage of known faces labeled by a given method using a partic-

ular threshold. A recall of 100% indicates each known face in the

test set is assigned a label. However, it does not reveal whether the
ssigned label is correct or not. In other words, precision repre-

ents the labeling accuracy and recall represents the labeling per-

entage. We also compute the average accuracy of the compared

ethod using the same experimental setting as used in [41,45] . In

ther words, we randomly selected 10 face images from each in-

ividual in PubFig83 as the probe images and use the remaining

ace images for training. We repeated this experiment 5 times and

eported the average accuracy of each method across these 5 ex-

eriments. 

Fig. 15 compares the respective PR curves of fifteen compared

ethods for PubFig83+LFW databases. Also, Table 11 shows recall

t 95% precision and the average precision (AP) for each method.

P represents the overall goodness of the classification and re-

ection of distractors across all the compared methods. Following

41] , since precision is usually valued more than recall (i.e., prefer-

ing fewer mistakes rather than having more labeled faces which

an be incorrect labels), the recall at 95% precision is considered

s a suitable metric. This metric is equal to the number of test

mages from the total test set that can be labeled with an accu-

acy of only 1 mistake out of 20 assigned labels. As Fig. 15 and

able 11 clearly show, the proposed MSGMR method outperforms

he compared state-of-the-art methods since it achieves the largest
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Fig. 16. Average computational run-time of 15 methods for a face image 

(100 × 100). 
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rea under the PR curve, the highest recall at 95% precision, the

ighest AP, and the highest accuracy (the fourth column of the ta-

le). Specifically, it significantly improves the K NN-SRC method for

hese three measures. It clearly demonstrates the value of the pro-

osed method in preprocessing. 

Fig. 15 compares the respective PR curves of 16 methods for the

ubFig83+LFW database. Table 11 lists various measures including

ecall at 95% precision, the average precision (AP), and average ac-

uracy of the 16 compared methods for PubFig83+LFW face images.

ecall at 95% precision is considered as a suitable metric since

recision is usually valued more than recall (i.e., fewer mistakes

re preferred). AP represents the overall goodness of the classifica-

ion and rejection of distractors across all the compared methods.

hese results clearly show that the proposed MSGMR method out-

erforms the compared state-of-the-art methods since it achieves

he largest area under the PR curve, the highest recall at 95% preci-

ion, the highest AP, and the highest accuracy. Specifically, it signif-

cantly improves the K NN-SRC method for all these four measures.

t clearly demonstrates the value of the proposed method in pre-

rocessing. 

.4. Computational time 

We also evaluate the computational time of the proposed

SGMR method with the 14 compared state-of-the-art meth-

ds. Fig. 16 shows average computational run-time to prepro-

ess a face image of the size of 100 × 100 and produce the

llumination-invariant features from the preprocessed image. The

ELDP method, which achieves the second highest accuracy on

ale B, extended Yale B, and AR databases and a comparable ac-

uracy on the PIE database, along with the MSLDE, CGFC, LFD, and

eberface methods have the highest computational times. How-

ver, the MSGMR method’s run-time is less than half of the run-

ime of the CELDP method. In summary, the MSGMR method is

 more efficient method in terms of accuracy and run-time when

ompared to fourteen peer methods. 

. Conclusions 

We propose a method based on an enhanced multi-scale Gradi-

ntface method and a subset of the maximum response filter bank

o produce illumination invariant features from face images with

llumination variations. Our experiments on four closed-universe

ace databases (PIE, Yale B, extended Yale B, and AR) and one open-

niverse face database (PubFig83+LFW) illustrate the effectiveness

f the proposed method in terms of face recognition accuracy, ROC

nd PR curves, and run-time when compared to fourteen recently
roposed state-of-the-art methods and its four variant methods.

he comparison with the K NN-SRC classifier also clearly demon-

trates the value of the proposed method in preprocessing. Our

ontributions are: (1) Applying an effective and simple log trans-

ormation to expand darker pixels and compress brighter pixels.

2) Applying the 14 MR filters to partially reduce illumination

rom logarithm transformed face images. (3) Applying an enhanced

ulti-scale Gradientface method to scale the ratio image and pro-

uce more distinct features and illumination invariant face repre-

entations at multiple scales. (4) Combining multi-scale Gradient-

aces using different weights to produce the MSGMR image, which

s illumination insensitive. 
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